Most mobile robots for indoor use rely on 2D laser scanners for localization, mapping and navigation. These sensors, however, cannot detect transparent surfaces or measure the full occupancy of complex objects such as tables. Deep Neural Networks have recently been proposed to overcome this limitation by learning to estimate object occupancy. These estimates are nevertheless subject to uncertainty, making the evaluation of their confidence an important issue for these measures to be useful for autonomous navigation and mapping. In this work we approach the problem from two sides. First we discuss uncertainty estimation in deep models, proposing a solution based on a fully convolutional neural network. The proposed architecture is not restricted by the assumption that the uncertainty follows a Gaussian model, as in the case of many popular solutions for deep model uncertainty estimation, such as Monte-Carlo Dropout. We present results showing that uncertainty over obstacle distances is actually better modeled with a Laplace distribution. Then, we propose a novel approach to build maps based on Deep Neural Network uncertainty models. In particular, we present an algorithm to build a map that includes information over obstacle distance estimates while taking into account the level of uncertainty in each estimate. We show how the constructed map can be used to increase global navigation safety by planning trajectories which avoid areas of high uncertainty, enabling higher autonomy for mobile robots in indoor settings. * These authors contributed equally to this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have recently found increased adoption in robotics, where they are being proposed for applications such as grasping [1] and autonomous navigation [2] . This is, however, raising concerns over Artificial Intelligence (AI) safety [3] , especially in situations where unreliable predictions can cause damage to expensive hardware or even human harm, as in the case of recent accidents involving autonomous vehicles, where in May 2016 the perception system in a car failed to recognize the presence and distance of an obstacle which unfortunately ended in a fatal crash. In order to integrate Deep Learning (DL) into applications, it is therefore important that such systems are able to produce reliable estimates of the uncertainty associated with their predictions.
Autonomous navigation of mobile robots is one of the areas where AI safety is of utmost importance, both in regards to autonomous cars and to robots designed to be employed in industrial settings, since the robots are often big enough to potentially damage the environment or harm the users. Autonomous cars often employ a wide array of (a) Coffee room (b) SLAM map Fig. 1 . Two possible navigation trajectories that a robot relying only on 2D lidar could plan to reach a goal. The blue trajectory is longer but safe, while the red one would result in a collision with the glass walls of the room (best viewed in color).
sensors to estimate the state of their surroundings while most indoor mobile robots rely only on 2D laser scanners for navigation, mapping and localization as they provide distance measurements at fast rates and in wide angular fields [4] . However, 2D laser scans offer a limited amount of information that may be insufficient for tasks like object detection and obstacle avoidance. In particular, 2D lidars are not able to detect transparent obstacles, e.g., glass, and are limited to measuring occupancy at a single height and therefore cannot infer the true occupancy of complex objects such as tables. For example, Figure 1 shows two trajectories planned on a map built using 2D lidars only; a robot could not determine that the red path would collide with the glass walls of the room shown in Figure 1a as they are invisible to the laser scanners.
To overcome these limitations, we recently proposed a virtual laser-like sensor, using a convolutional network trained to infer, or hallucinate, the actual distance of objects from raw 2D laser input [5] . We refer to this distance as the robot-to-obstacle distance, i.e., "the distance along a certain direction to the closest point of an obstacle that the robot could collide with." We demonstrated in that work the ability of the approach to estimate the occupancy of complex objects (e.g., tables and glass walls), and how it could improve safety for local navigation, while its applications to global navigation and mapping was left unexplored.
Using such a sensor for mapping would allow building maps which account for actual obstacle occupancy and could yield safer navigation when compared to those built by using laser data alone. However, when building occupancy grid maps from laser data, the sensor uncertainty is so low to fall inside the grid resolution and for that reason is usually neglected. This is not the case for robot-to-obstacle distance estimates: the network uncertainty is too wide to ignore and for that reason it has to be accounted for while mapping.
Therefore, in this work we propose to model the uncertainty of the convolutional network in [5] and exploit the model to build uncertainty maps. Figure 6d shows an example of such a map, where trajectories can be planned to avoid areas of high uncertainty-marked in red-resulting in safer paths.
The most widely adopted approach to predict uncertainty of deep models is known as Monte-Carlo (MC) Dropout [6] . However, it has been shown that the application of MC Dropout to some domains can be problematic [7] - [9] , and we demonstrate how it cannot be used effectively for the task at hand. We then propose an alternative DL-based method which is able to produce adequate prediction of uncertainty.
The main contributions of this study are: (1) a novel DL-based approach for uncertainty prediction (Section III-A and Section III-B) and its application in the domain of robot-to-obstacle distance estimation from raw 2D laser data;
(2) an algorithm for building uncertainty maps of indoor environments (Section III-C) that can be used to integrate uncertainty predictions in global navigation frameworks;
(3) an empirical comparison of the proposed technique with the de-facto standard MC Dropout for the task at hand, showing how the proposed approach is a superior choice in this domain (Section IV).
II. RELATED WORKS A. Uncertainty in robotic mobility
In the context of robotic mobility, we recognize three different areas where recent research addressed uncertainty: (1) localization, where the goal is to reduce uncertainty regarding the robot position in relation to a known environment; (2) local navigation, where robot movements should account for sensor uncertainty over obstacle position and occupancy; and (3) mapping and global navigation, where planned trajectories should avoid areas whose content is uncertain, and prefer obstacle-free paths a robot can safely navigate. Here, we only review (2) and (3) as they are central for our work, but we encourage readers interested in (1) to read, e.g., [10] , [11] . a) Local navigation: Ensuring safety in the context of local navigation requires to estimate from sensory data the position and occupancy of obstacles surrounding the robot. To achieve this task robots often rely on raw 2D laser data, despite laser sensors inherent limitation in providing correct distance estimates for many complex objects, including tables, chairs, windows, and open shelfs. A recent paper [12] presented a method for planning theoretically safe paths in environments sensed by a 2D lidar. The authors proposed to inflate obstacles by a volume that represented both the pose uncertainty and the space the obstacle may occupy. However, the experimental demonstration was limited to simple objects and nothing was advised for tackling more complex objects. Another option to reduce obstacle uncertainty is sensor fusion [4] , [13] , but such approaches typically require visual sensors that suffer from limited field of view and higher processing time.
We recently shifted the focus from estimating obstacle occupancy from raw 2D laser data towards learning to infer robot-to-obstacle distances using neural networks [5] . The results demonstrated first of all that typical indoor environments include enough structure to learn the robotto-obstacle distance of objects such as tables and windows, and secondly that the learned robot-to-obstacle distance can improve local navigation safety. However, that work did not address obstacle position uncertainty, but rather focused on situations where raw laser readings could not capture the actual robot-to-obstacle distance and in those cases tried to produce better estimates. In this paper, on the other hand, we address the problem of predicting the uncertainty over the deep model used to produce the robot-to-obstacle distance and show how to integrate this information when building maps.
b) Mapping and global navigation: Indoor environments are often represented as occupancy grid maps, where each cell represents a portion of the environment that is either free, occupied or unknown. When a robot has to plan a path to a particular pose, it searches for a trajectory through the free space that reaches the goal position at a minimum cost, according to a predefined cost function. Usually, the grid maps are built through accumulation of evidence by running the robot in the environment. This process naturally lends itself to account for uncertainty, as effectively each cell contains the belief of it being occupied. However, occupancy maps are normally thresholded and used in the aforementioned ternary form [14] . Uncertainty is then accounted for in different ways, e.g., through planning in a belief state over obstacle positions to minimize path uncertainty [15] or by inflating or deflating obstacles depending on collision probability [16] .
A recent paper presented a method for fusing measurement uncertainty directly into the map [17] . That work, however, assumed uncertainty stemmed from noisy measurement and not from the inability to detect the occupancy of objects in the environment. Whereas in this work it is defined as the uncertainty of a deep model estimating robot-toobstacle distances. This enables building uncertainty maps that not only contain actual object occupancies but also their positional uncertainty. Here, we present a method for building such maps which is a step forward from ternary occupancy maps.
B. Deep model uncertainty
Standard DL architectures provide point estimates, but do not inherently capture model uncertainty. Uncertainty can, however, be evaluated with Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) [18] , [19] where deterministic weights are replaced with distributions over the parameters. Although BNNs are relatively easy to formulate, using them to perform inference is unfeasible as it is often intractable to analytically evaluate the marginal probability required for training. Recent new variational inference methods have been proposed to address this issue, but they still come with increased computational cost, requiring in most cases to double the number of parameters of a network to represent its uncertainty [6] , [20] . Another possibility to model uncertainty in DNNs that has attracted a lot of interest recently is to use dropout as approximate Bayesian variational inference [6] . The key idea is to enable dropout not only in training but also during testing, do several forward passes through the network with the same input data, and as a final step estimate the first two moments (mean and variance) of the predictive distribution. The mean is then used as the estimate, and the variance as a measure of uncertainty. Using this approach, researchers have increased semantic segmentation performance on images [21] and visual relocalization accuracy [22] . Despite the success of using MC Dropout to estimate uncertainty in deep models, there are scenarios where the approach does not generate reasonable results [7] - [9] . In particular, analysis by Osband [8] indicates that the variance from MC Dropout is correlated with the predicted mean. In Section IV, we provide experimental evidence for this effect, which prevents the use of MC Dropout in the context of this work, where the impact of the mean on the variance estimate is strong.
III. METHOD
In this section, we describe an approach for predicting uncertainty of distance estimates and how to integrate it when building occupancy maps. Following the formalism presented in [5] , let us define the output of a generic N -point 2D laser positioned at a height h from floor level as a 1D vector
where each l ih represents an estimate (usually, in meters) of the distance d ih of closest obstacle from the laser at height h, along the direction i. When considering a specific robot with height H and a 2D laser sensor positioned at a fixed height h * ∈ [0, H], we define the vector x = l h * . The robot-to-obstacle distances are represented as the closest point along each direction,
Letŷ be an estimate of y, given from a function approximator H that takes raw 2D laser signal x as input. Such a function approximator was introduced in our original work [5] . In this work, we develop a method to predict the uncertainty of the estimator H.
A. Uncertainty models
Assuming independence between each data point, the likelihood thatŷ = H(x) follows a parametric model with parameters θ is
We are interested in a model that maximizes L, or, more practically, the log-likelihood (ŷ | θ) = ln L(ŷ | θ). A common choice is to assume the uncertainty follows a Gaussian model, as in the case of MC Dropout [6] , [23] .
Under that assumption, one can center the distribution on the true robot-to-obstacle distance y i and represent the uncertainty using the model standard deviation by finding an uncertainty vectorû
However, as we will demonstrate in Section IV such a model is unable to correctly represent the data considered in this work.
Another option is to assume the uncertainty follows a Laplace distribution, a choice that was shown to work well for estimating uncertainty in regression tasks in vision [23] . In this case the uncertainty is represented by the scale parameter b of the Laplace distribution by findingû = arg maxû ∈R N
B. Network architecture
We propose to train a DNN U to estimateû. Figure 2 shows schematically the proposed architecture. The network is divided in two components. The first is an encoder ϕ that takes as input a 2D matrix of length N = 128 obtained by concatenating x andŷ over the second dimension. It then passes this 128 × 2 input through four 1D convolutional layers (kernel size K = 5, stride S = 2), connected via Batch Normalization (BN) [24] and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [25] layers. The output sizes of the convolutional layers are, in order, 64×16, 32×32, 16×64, and 8×128. The output of ϕ is the input to the second part of the network: the decoder ψ, which has the same structure as ϕ, and outputs a 1D vectorû of size N through a series of 1D transposed deconvolutional layers (K = 5, S = 2), also connected via BN and ReLU. The size of the layers' outputs are the opposite to the encoder's, i.e., 16 × 64, 32 × 32, 64 × 16, and 128 × 1. Corresponding convolutional and deconvolutional layers are connected through skip connections, as their ability to improve the performance of the network has been demonstrated in this domain [5] . The input of the network is scaled to the range [0, 1] to improve convergence speed, and weights are optimized using Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam). Depending on which uncertainty (Gaussian or Laplacian) the network should model, the loss function it minimizes is either the negative log-likelihood of (3) or (4) . Although in this work we limit the study to those two models, the proposed method can work with any other parametric distribution.
C. Building an uncertainty map
Next we present a method for building occupancy maps that incorporates both the robot-to-obstacle distance prediction and its uncertainty. To create these maps-which we call uncertainty maps-we adapt standard occupancy mapping techniques [14] to account for our uncertainty estimates similarly to [17] , [26] . In the following, we will present the construction for an uncertainty model following a Laplacian distribution; however, the construction for a Gaussian model is similar and is discussed in detail in [17] .
The occupancy probability P (c = 1|ŷ r ) of a cell c given an estimated robot-to-obstacle distanceŷ r along a laser ray r is defined as P (c = 1|ŷ r ) = ∞ 0 P (c = 1|y r )P (y r |ŷ r ) dy r , (5) where y r represents the true robot-to-obstacle distance along ray r. Here, we model the occupancy given the true robot-toobstacle distance P (c = 1|y r ) as 0 in front of the obstacle, 1 Calculating the integral in (5) requires a model P (y r |ŷ r ) of the true robot-to-obstacle distance given a noisy measurement reading. As stated in Section III, P (y r |ŷ r ) is modeled as a Laplace distribution. However, as pointed out in [26] , integrating (5) over a distribution with infinite support results in obstacles lying slightly behind the range measurement even when the measurements are precise. One solution is to set τ = ∞, but this can degenerate occupancy probabilities [26] . Another, more stable option, is to limit the support of P (y r |ŷ r ). In this work, similarly to [26] , the support of a Laplace distribution is limited by approximating it as a quadratic B-spline Q(t) ≈ P (y r |ŷ r ) where t = (y r −ŷ r )/û r andû r = U(x r ,ŷ r ). We derived Q numerically by imposing it to have finite support [−4, 4] and unit integral. The choice of the range for the support originates from the fact that, for a Laplace(0, 1), around 99% of the cumulative distribution lies in that range. Figure 4 shows the resulting spline approximation.
By choosing the thickness term τ = 4û r , i.e., half the support of the approximated B-spline, (5) has the analytical solution
where Q cdf (t) is the cumulative density function of the quadratic B-spline Q(t). The per-ray occupancy probability is visualized in Figure 3b . 
The method for creating uncertainty maps with occupancy probabilities calculated in (6) is summarized in Algorithm 1. We assume robot poses P and original laser scans L to be given. First for each robot pose p, the algorithm extracts the associated original laser scan x. This laser scan is then propagated through network H to estimate the robot-toobstacle distanceŷ which, together with the original laser, is propagated through U to estimate the scale parametersû of the Laplacian uncertainty model. Next, the algorithm goes through every laser rayŷ r in the current scanŷ and finds all cells C that are touched by the laser ray r originating from the current pose p. Then the algorithm iterates over each cell c ∈ C, calculates the distance d cŷr between the center of the cell and the estimated obstacle distanceŷ r , calculates the occupancy for that cell using (6) with t = (d cŷr −ŷ r )/û r , converts the occupancy to log-odds, scales it with a correlation factor α, and finally adds it to the previous occupancy value for that cell. As a final step the uncertainty map M is converted from log-odds to occupancy probability, i.e., in [0, 1].
The correlation factor 0 < α < 1 limits the effect for which highly correlated readings could produce overconfident maps and remove most of the uncertainty. This parameter should be set as a function of the amount of correlation between successive readings; in this work we experimentally set it to a constant value α = 0.01 as we are working in a static environment. In a dynamic environment, α can be set as a function of the time passed between readings to have the map adapt to changes in the environment [17] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this work, we propose a framework for building uncertainty maps based on deep network uncertainty models. Evaluation of the proposed approach is then two-fold: first of all we are interested in assessing the quality of the proposed uncertainty model (Section IV-B); secondly, we want to analyze the resulting uncertainty maps to validate the suggested mapping strategy (Section IV-C). However, for completeness, we first present the network training setup.
A. Dataset and network training
We used the trained network H, whose training setup was detailed in [5] . Then, to train the uncertainty network U, we took the complete training and test set used in [5] , available online 1 , and merged them. These two datasets were gathered in a university building, on the second and third floor, respectively, and once merged consisted of 39508 pairs of laser scan x (input of H) and relative robot-to-obstacle distance y (ground-truth output). We propagated each laser scan x through the trained network H, saved each pair (x,ŷ) as training input for U, and kept y as ground-truth data to compute the loss as explained in Section III-B. We saved these new input-output pairs as a new dataset we used to train network U. The reason for merging the two datasets is that the errors produced by H over the training set differs slightly compared to the test set, due to the training process; thus, merging the two datasets enable us to capture a wider range of uncertainties while training U while limiting overfitting. The network was trained for 2000 epochs, with a batch size of 32, and learning rate set to 10 −4 .
For validation, we gathered new data by teleoperating a Care-O-bot 4 in the same environments where the previous datasets were gathered. This resulted in two new datasets, which we will refer to as Val2F and Val3F. Val2F consists of 18961 samples gathered on the second floor while Val3F consists of 24829 samples from the third floor. By performing a new acquisition we ensure that we conduct our evaluation on data which is uncorrelated with the training set. 
B. Model quality evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the proposed uncertainty model we compare its performance to that obtained by state-ofthe-art MC Dropout [6] . To obtain MC Dropout's results we modified the network in [5] to include dropout layers after each convolutional layer. We will refer to this modified version of H as H D . We then trained the network with a dropout rate of 50%. In testing, to evaluate uncertainty, we performed 50 forward passes of the same input in the network using the same dropout rate. We then took the average of this sampling process as the network prediction for the robot-to-obstacle distance y and the variance of the samples as the estimated uncertaintyû, as proposed in [6] . Table I shows average log-likelihood scores over the two validation sets for our approach, both using Gaussian and Laplacian models, and MC Dropout. It is noticeable that both methods using Gaussian model are unable to correctly model uncertainty of robot-to-obstacle distances and get considerably lower scores than our approach using Laplacian model. This makes it impossible to use an approach like MC Dropout for the application at hand; given that it assumes by design the uncertainty to be Gaussian. Our approach instead, given its ability to be optimized for any distribution, can be used effectively, e.g., by selecting a Laplacian model. Moreover, Figure 5 presents plots examining the relationship between the estimated robot-to-obstacle distanceŷ (horizontal axis) and the relative predicted uncertaintyû (vertical axis) for both our approach and MC Dropout. Each plot represents results over the whole Val2F set where each point corresponds to one lidar distance reading. It is apparent from Figure 5b should not be the case: the uncertainty should be independent of the distance at which the obstacle lays. As seen in Figure 5a , no similar effect is present for our model. This side-effect of MC Dropout, which was theoretically noted in [8] , is therefore confirmed by our empirical evaluation, demonstrating that the use of MC Dropout may not be suitable for domains, like the one at hand, where there is a wide range of possible output values and where therefore the dependence of MC Dropout's variance from the estimated mean overshadows any other contribution.
C. Uncertainty maps
Building an uncertainty map requires robot poses, laser scans, and the inverse measurement model. To collect these we first teleoperated a Care-O-bot 4 in our facility to gather odometry and laser range data, then we built the SLAM map shown in Figure 6 using ROS gmapping, and finally we ran ROS amcl 2 to register robot poses depicted as the blue path in Figure 6 .
Once laser measurements and odometry were collected, we created, in addition to the base SLAM map, three other maps: a map obtained using MC Dropout (Figure 6b ), and two different maps using our proposed approach, one modeling the uncertainty as a Gaussian distribution ( Figure 6c ) and another one modeling it as a Laplace (Figure 6d ). All three maps were created using Algorithm 1 with α = 0.01, where the only difference were in determiningû. In the maps depicted in Figures 6c and 6dû was set as the output from the uncertainty network, while for the MC Dropout map in Figure 6bû was set as the standard deviation of the outputs obtained from 50 forwards passes of the same input through network H D .
A magnified sections of these maps are shown in Figure 7 . From visually inspecting the figure one can conclude that the uncertainty maps (visualized as the red shaded area) are coherent with the original SLAM map in areas with low uncertainty such as for walls, while differing in less certain areas which includes windows and tables. Although our Gaussian uncertainty map and the MC Dropout map are very similar, the main difference is that the MC Dropout map is more uncertain about cells that are clearly free including the robot path.
With regards to the map in Figure 6b produced by MC Dropout, it is worth noticing that although the map looks reasonable thanks to the good estimate of the distance, the estimate of the uncertainty in that map is inaccurate, as demonstrated in Section IV-B. This causes the map to underestimate the occupancy of obstacles: given the correlation between the uncertainty and the estimated distance (see Figure 5b ): when the robot is very close, any estimate is taken as certain. This is apparent in particular in Figure 7 , where the MC Dropout map cannot capture the occupancy of tables nor windows, which our Laplace map estimates correctly.
D. Global navigation on uncertainty maps
To test the ability of uncertainty maps to improve global navigation safety, we run a simulation experiment where we left a robot randomly navigate an environment with and without uncertainty maps. More precisely, we setup a Gazebo simulation mirroring the real Val2F environment, we then had a robot plan a sequence of 400 trajectories each connecting two points from a set of 15 goal points distributed over the environment 3 . The path planning was performed by using standard ROS gmapping. We repeated the experiment changing each time the costmap used by gmapping to include the SLAM map and either one of the three uncertainty maps in Figure 6 . As baseline, we ran the same navigation using only a SLAM map without uncertainty. We manually marked in the environment occupancy of objects invisible to the laser (e.g., table, benches and glass walls) and then computed the number of time a navigation path would collide with any 3 The code for the navigation experiment is available for download at github.com/aalto-intelligent-robotics/uncertain turtlebot navigation of these obstacles when using each of the four different maps. Figure 6a shows the 15 goal points in blue and the aforementioned occupied areas in red. Table II presents the results of this experiment, which demonstrates the benefits uncertainty maps can have on global navigation safety. However, the model of the uncertainty needs to be accurate, otherwise it might mislead the planner. As we discussed in the previous sections, Gaussian models produce overconfident predictions which resulted in even more collision compared to planning on SLAM maps alone. On the other hand, the ability of our Laplace model to correctly estimate areas of high uncertainty enabled the robot to avoid risky areas and prefer safer options, resulting in safer navigation and, in our experiment, no collisions. Figure 8 shows an example of these trajectories. It is apparent that the path planned in our Laplace map (see Figure 8d ) ends in the correct position without any risk for collisions as it plans around more uncertain areas, keeps further away from the walls, and successfully avoids the glass surface. The same is not true for all paths planned on the SLAM map ( Figure 8a ) and at least some of the paths planned on the other uncertainty maps (Figures 8b and 8c ).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Building occupancy maps in environments full of complex obstacles is challenging but crucial for autonomous robot navigation. To this end, we presented a method for predicting model uncertainty of a deep network estimating robot-toobstacle distance and proposed a mapping algorithm to create uncertainty maps for indoor autonomous global navigation. To achieve this we trained an uncertainty network that takes both estimated and original laser readings as inputs and outputs an uncertainty measure over the estimated distances. In the quantitative evaluation when the uncertainty network modeled uncertainties as Laplacian opposed to Gaussian it produced much better predictions in comparison to the state-of-the-art MC Dropout, indicating that wider tailed distributions are better equipped to capture uncertainties in this domain. Extension of this idea to other domains is left as future work.
The ability of the Laplacian model to better represent obstacle distances is also apparent when creating uncertainty maps, where the map built using our Laplacian strategy successfully marked otherwise invisible objects such as glass as occupied, while the map built using a Gaussian model did not capture such areas due to the overconfident uncertainty estimates. In addition, we demonstrated that paths planned on an uncertainty map prefer areas of lower uncertainty and reduce the probability of collision, increasing autonomous navigation safety over the use of traditional ternary occupancy maps.
Finally it is worth mentioning that although the proposed architecture was only tested in this domain, it is agnostic to the estimator H and to the data it is processing, indicating that it may generalize to model uncertainties in other domains as well. However, generalization of this architecture is out of the scope of this study and is left as future work.
